SMALL MENU COSTS AND LARGE BUSINESS CYCLES:
A MACROECONOMIC MODEL OF MONOPOLYX

The conflict between modern neoclassical and traditional
Keynesian theories of the business cycle centers upon the pricing
mechanism.' In neoclassical models, prices are fully flexible. They
represent the continuous optimization of economic agents and the
continuous intersection of supply and demand. In Keynesian models,
prices are often assumed to be sticky. They do not necessarily
equilibrate all markets at all times. One of the reasons for the
resurgence of the equilibrium approach to macroeconomics has
been the absence of a theoretical underpinning for this Keynesian
price stickiness.
This note shows that sticky prices can be both privately efficient and socially inefficient. The business cycle results from the
suboptimal adjustment of prices in response to a demand shock.
To the extent that policy can stabilize aggregate demand, it can
mitigate the social loss due to this suboptimal adjustment.
In some Keynesian models, prices are simply exogenously
fixed.2 In others, agents must set their prices in advance of the
transaction date.3 The act of altering a posted price is certainly
costly. These costs include such items as printing new catalogs
and informing salesmen of the new price. Yet these "menu" costs
are small and, therefore, generally perceived as providing only a
weak foundation for these fixed-price models. However, this inference is flawed. Small menu costs can cause large welfare losses.
The claim that price adjustment costs are small does not rebut
the claim that they are central to understanding economic fluctuations.
*I a m grateful to Olivier Blanchard, Alan Blinder, Avery Katz, Eric Rasmusen, James Rauch, Deborah Roloff, David Romer, Julio Rotemberg, Robert
Solow, Lawrence Summers, and two anonymous referees for helpful comments,
and to the National Science Foundation for financial support.
1. See Gordon [I9811 for a general discussion of the role of price adjustment
in macroeconomic debate.
2. See, for example, Malinvaud [19771. Gordon [I9811 references other fixedprice models.
3. See, for example, Fischer [I9771 and Blinder and Mankiw, [19841. The
economy I describe in this paper is a relative of the Type 3 (nominal price contracts)
economy in Blinder and Mankiw.
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I present a simple static model of a monopoly firm's pricing
decision. The firm sets its price in advance, and changes that price
ex post only by incurring a small menu cost. I show the firm's
price adjustment decisions are in no sense socially 0ptima1.~

Consider a monopoly firm facing a constant cost function (1)
and the inverse demand function (2):5

where C is the total nominal cost of producing quantity q, k is
simply a constant, P is nominal price the firm obtains if it places
q on the market, and N is a nominal scale variable. The variable
N denotes the exogenous level of aggregate demand. It can be
regarded as the overall price level, the money stock, or the level
of nominal GNP. Both the nominal cost to the firm C and the
nominal price it receives P increase proportionally to the level of
nominal demand N .
Figure I shows the standard profit-maximizing solution to
the monopoly firm's probleme6An increase in the nominal scale
variable shifts the cost and demand functions proportionally,
thereby increasing P, without affecting the firm's output q,.
Let c = CIN and p = PIN. The firm's problem is then viewed
as independent of aggregate demand. That is, it faces (1)' and
(2)', which do not shift when N changes:

(see Figure 11). The firm chooses p and q to maximize profits. The
nominal price it sets is p,N. (I hereafter refer t o p as the "price,"
even though it is the nominal price normalized by the nominal
scale variable.) The firm earns profits (producer surplus) equal to
the rectangular area between k and p,. Consumer surplus-the
excess of value over price--equals the triangle above profits. Total
4. Rotemberg [I9821examines a model of monopoly firms with quadratic price
adjustment costs. He emphasizes the dynamic behavior of prices and aggregate
output, rather than the welfare properties of the firms' decisions.
5. Allowin a more general cost function does not alter the results.
6. ~ l t h o u g fthe demand functions in the figures are linear, the results do not
depend upon this functional form.
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surplus, which is the measure of welfare used in this paper, is
the sum of profits and consumer surplus.
Now suppose that the firm needs to set its nominal price one
period ahead based upon its expectation of aggregate demand N".
It sets the nominal price equal to p,N". If its expectation turns
out correct ex post, then the observed price po is p,. If it turns
out incorrect, then the observed price is p,, = pm(N'IN).7
If N is lower than expected, po is higher than p, (see Figure
111). In this case, the firm's profits are lower by the area B - A,
which is positive, since p, is by definition the profit-maximizing
price. Total surplus is reduced by B + C. Hence, the reduction in
welfare due to a contraction in aggregate demand is greater than
the reduction in the firm's profits.
Suppose that the firm is able to change its nominal price ex
post, but only a t a menu cost of z. If it chooses to do so, it reduces
the price from po to p, and obtains the additional profits B - A .
Hence, it lowers its price if and only if B - A > z. Yet, from the
7. I assume that the firm cannot ex ante announce a nominal price P indexed
to N . The reasons why indexation might or might not arise are beyond the scope
of this note. See Gray 119761 for one discussion.
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standpoint of a social planner, the firm should lower its price to
p, if and only if B + C > z. Thus, we obtain these results:
PROPOSITION
1. Following a contraction in demand, if the firm
cuts its price, then doing so is socially optimal.
Proof of Proposition 1.If the firm cuts its price, then B - A > z.
Hence, B + C > z + A + C > z. Thus, doing so is socially optimal.
PROPOSITION2. Following a contraction in demand, if
B + C > z > B - A, then the firm does not cut its price to
p,, even though doing so would be socially optimal.
Proposition 2 suggests the downward price rigidity often mentioned in macroeconomic debate. The inefficiency results because
there is an external benefit of C + A in printing new menus. How
large is this externality? A natural measure is the ratio of the
social benefit from a price adjustment B + C to the private benefit
B - A . This ratio, of course, depends upon the size of the demand
shock. Since the firm would adjust to the profit-maximizing price
p,, rather than the first-best price k, the increment to profits
B - A is of second order, while the increment to welfare B + C
is of first order. Therefore, this ratio approaches infinity as the
size of the shock approaches zero. The ratio is more meaningful
if evaluated for a shock of typical size. Hence, I compute it for a
1percent c o n t r a c t i ~ nIf. ~the demand function has a constant price
elasticity of ten, the ratio is twenty-three. If the elasticity is two,
the ratio is over two hundred. For any plausible demand function,
the social gains from price adjustment far exceed the private
gains.
PROPOSITION
3. A contraction in aggregate demand unambiguously reduces welfare as measured by the sum of producer
and consumer surplus. If the firm cuts its price in response,
then the contraction only has the menu cost z. If not, then
the contraction has the possibly much larger cost B + C.
Now let us examine an expansion in aggregate demand. Since
N > N", we know that po < p,. At first, let po > k (NIN" < p,lk,)
as in Figure IV. The firm's profits are reduced by D - F, which
8. Barro and Rush [1980] find that the standard deviation of the postwar
U. S. monetary shocks is 1.4 percent with annual data and 0.5 percent with
quarterly data.
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is positive, since p, is profit-maximizing. Total surplus is increased by E + F. The firm resets its price if the cost of doing so
is justified by increased profit. That is, the firm raises its price
back to p, if and only if D - F > z.
PROPOSITION
4. Following an expansion in demand in which N1
N" < pmlk, if the firm resets its price, total surplus is decreased by the menu cost. If the firm does not reset its price,
surplus is increased by E + F.
If NIN" > pmlk, then after the demand expansion, po is below
k (see Figure V). Total surplus decreases by I - J , which could
be negative or positive, making the welfare effect ambiguous.
Firm profits (now negative) have been reduced by G + H + I.
The firm resets its price to p, if G + H + I > z. It is socially
optimal to do so if I - J > z .
PROPOSITION
5. Following an expansion in which NIN" > p,lk, if
the firm resets its price, total surplus is decreased by the
menu cost. If the firm does not reset its price, total surplus
change is ambiguous, but total surplus does not decrease by
more than the menu cost.
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Proof ofProposition 5 . If the firm does not reset its price, then
G + H + I < z. This implies that I - J < z - J - G - H < z.
Hence, total surplus reduction, I - J, is less than the menu cost.
As a partial summary of the above results:
6. An expansion in aggregate demand reduces welPROPOSITION
fare by no more than the menu cost, and may even increase
welfare. A contraction in aggregate demand unambiguously
reduces welfare, possibly by much more than the menu cost.

The economy I describe is Keynesian, even though all agents
are optimizing and all prices result from that optimization. The
central postulate is that a monopoly firm must incur a small menu
cost if it alters its posted price after a n aggregate demand shock.
I show that the firm's price adjustment decisions are suboptimal.
In addition, the welfare loss can far exceed the menu cost that is
its cause.
The model also displays an asymmetry between contractions
and expansions, since the natural rate of output is below the social
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optimum. Private incentives produce too much price adjustment
following an expansion in aggregate demand and too little price
adjustment following a contraction in aggregate demand. From
the viewpoint of a social planner, the nominal price level may be
"stuck" too high, but it is never "stuck" too low. In this sense,
prices are downwardly rigid but not upwardly rigid.g Furthermore, the model's asymmetry parallels another observed phenomenon; namely, that while aggregate demand contractions are associated with grotesquely inefficient underproduction, aggregate
demand expansions are not associated with similarly inefficient
overproduction. There is no obverse to the Great Depression. Instead, periods of expansion, such as the late 1960s in the United
States, are often considered periods of economic prosperity.1°
The analysis presented here is all in the context of partial
equilibrium. It is, however, possible to construct simple general
equilibrium examples that encompass exactly these partial-equilibrium results.ll I suspect that a more complete general equilibrium model would exhibit more pronounced price stickiness. In
particular, the introduction of interfirm purchases would exacerbate price rigidity. In such a model the failure of one firm to
reduce its price following a contraction in demand would prevent
the costs of other firms from falling, thereby reducing those firms'
incentive to cut prices. The primary qualitative conclusion-that
trivial menu costs can have important efficiency effects-would
certainly remain true in the context of general equilibrium.12
The theme of this paper appears robust: In almost all economic models, agents who have the power to affect prices, exert
that power by restricting output. The economy's equilibrium, or
9. The price adjustment rule followed by the firm is not itself asymmetric.
Instead, the welfare properties of the adjustment process exhibit asymmetry.
Studies that concentrate upon the positive aspects of the adjustment process (e.g.,
Barro [19721), rather than its normative aspects, thus report no asymmetry.
10.These periods are often considered times of excessive inflationary pressure.
Yet there is little concern about the level of output per se.
11.An earlier version of this paper contained such a n example. The simplest
general equilibrium example contiins n yeoman farmers, each ihoosing between
leisure and production of his uniauelv differentiated o u t ~ u tIn
. eauilibrium. each
produces too little. The price a d h s t k e n t rule each folfows is s;boptimal,as in
the partial-equilibrium analysis presented in this note.
12. The dynamic nature of the price-setting process, which is undoubtedly
important, is ignored in this paper. Whether a contraction is viewed as temporary
or permanent probably affects the reaction of firms. Rotemberg [19821, in the
context of a somewhat different model, considers the dynamics of price adjustment
in more detail. Another important aspect of the problem ignored here is the effects
of price desynchronization. Blanchard [I9821 explicitly examines this issue.
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natural rate, is thus below the social optimum.13 Because of this,
deviations below the natural rate impose greater costs on society
than on the price-setting agents. These agents, therefore, have
inadequate incentive to return the economy to its equilibrium.
An economy of this sort does not recommend passive monetary policy. As long as new information about exogenous demand
factors (e.g., velocity) is made available to the monetary authority
after private agents set their prices, systematic feedback rules
can stabilize output.14 These exogenous demand shocks cause substantial and inefficient fluctuations in output and employment if
the monetary authority does not react. Although firms optimize,
their prices are not socially optimal, and in particular, respond
too little to adverse demand shocks. This inefficiency appears to
be the target of policies that aim directly a t the pricing mechanism, such as wage-price controls and tax-based incomes policy.
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